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I was told by the FBI that they were finally sent yesterday afternoon.  Can you confirm this?  I don't know 

what's wrong with them over there but a week to pass clearances seem like a problem to 

me!To:	Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.govcc:	 (bcc: Tracy Shycoff/ARRB)From:	virginia.hall @ arch2.nara.gov @ 

INTERNET@WORLDCOM   Date:	07/23/97 09:10:20 AM ASTSubject:	Re: clearances -Reply -Reply -

ReplyTRACY - I STILL HAVE NOT RECEIVED ARRB'S CLEARANCES.  CANYOU DO FOLLOW UPS?>>> Tracy Shycoff 

<Tracy_Shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov> 07/22/97 03:55pm>>>Justice (FBI) holds the clearances for the four of us.  I still 

need to sendyou the clearances for the rest of our folks (we hold those).  Is the faxfrom Justice for Gunn, 

Marwell, Shycoff, and Samoluk?To:       Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov cc:        (bcc: TracyShycoff/ARRB)From:     

virginia.hall @ arch2.nara.gov @ INTERNET@WORLDCOMDate:     07/22/97 01:09:55 PM ASTSubject:  Re: 

clearances -Reply -ReplyOoops, made a mistake - this FAX is from Justice but they're not yourfolks!  What 

happened to your list?>>> Tracy Shycoff <Tracy_Shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov> 07/21/97 03:51pm>>>just following 

up -- did you receive these?To:       Tracy_Shycoff @ jfk-arrb.gov cc:        (bcc: TracyShycoff/ARRB)From:     

virginia.hall @ arch2.nara.gov @ INTERNET@WORLDCOMDate:     07/18/97 03:28:11 PM ASTSubject:  

clearances -Replyhasn't been sent yet 7/18/97 3:30 pm.>>> Tracy Shycoff <Tracy_Shycoff@jfk-arrb.gov> 

07/18/97 02:18pm>>>The FBI is going to pass the clearances for Tom Samoluk, Jeremy Gunn,DavidMarwell 

and myself to you today.  I have asked that they be passedbeginning Monday for 1 year.Tom Samoluk has a 

meeting at the JFK Library on Tuesday morning socan you please let them know when you get it?  If there are 

anyproblems or you don't receive the clearances from the FBI, let me know.Thanks. 
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